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“We are here for this -- to make mistakes and to correct ourselves, to stand the blows and hand
them out. We must never feel disarmed: nature is immense and complex, but it is not
impermeable to the intelligence; we must circle around it, pierce and probe it, look for the
opening or make it. ”

I%imo Levi, l%e Periodic Table
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Introduction of the Speaker

James Davenport, Chair, Department of Applied Science: “It is always a pleasure to introduce
someone from the Department of Applied Science and I guess the more so since Leon proceeded
me in this job. He received his Ph.D. in Chemistry from U.S. C. Berkeley. He has taught at a
number of places including the Univ. Of Maryland, but he spent about 25 years actually doing
industrial research at two different places; at Chevron and at Gulf. He of course is known to us
first because he came here approximately ten years ago to chair our department, as I mentioned.
He did not come though completely unknown, he has by now been the author or the editor of
some six books and over 130 papers actually in his field of expertise, which includes work on
catalysis for example and some early work on NMR. I also want to mention that he coauthored
with Rita Colwell, which has just been named the Director of the National Science Foundation,
and who served on our DAS visiting committee a number of years ago and provided some helpful
advise and input to us. Part of that collaboration was a book called “Petroleum in the Marine
Environment”, which they coauthored. He has indicated to me too that although I have not seen
this actually, that he wrote a brief monograph on Pollution in the Athens Bmin, and I’m not
sure... ‘Is that in Greek, or is that in... ?’... so, I probably wouldn’t be able to read it directly
anyway. And, in 1997 he published a historical novel about growing up in Nazi occupied Europe.
Actually, he has an interest in poetry and a few weeks ago, he promised to send me a poem,
which he hasn’t sent yet, so I hope I’ll be receiving that soon .. . not yet... hold on one minute.
What I really want to say though is that all of us actually, most of us for sure who’ve been here
over the last couple of years recognize that for the last year or so at a time when a lot of the news
that made the newspapers at this Laboratory was bad news, we had a few things and of course the
work with PET comes to mind, but in addition the work on asbestos which is what Leon is going
to talk about comes to mind, as examples of good news that came out of this Laboratory, things
that we did which were helpful. He was recognized for this by many people. It was recognized
within the DOE and was also recognized as high as the Secretary level. So.. Leon... Thank you. ”
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Rendering Asbestos Harmless

3139&Brookhaven Lecture

November 2, 1998

Leon Petrakis: Thank you, Jim. I appreciate the invitation from the BNL Lecture Committee
to share with the BNL community what we have done in the asbestos project, which I was
privileged to lead during the last four years. Last December, as Jim indicated an interesting
month in a very “interesting” year for the Laboratory, there was a joint public announcement
between the Laboratory and W.R. Grace& Co. regarding a new process that the two institutions
developed to deal with asbestos. That announcement was the culmination of a 15 million dollar,
four-year effort, jointly funded by ‘W.R. Grace &Co ( to the tune of over 12 million dollars) and
the U.S. Department of Energy which put up approximately another 3 million dollars. The
announcement came at a difficult time and, given the controversial nature of asbestos, it was not
surprising that it received a great deal of attention, both in the U.S. and also outside, both by
scientific media and media in geneml. I was interviewed by the New York Times, the Wall Street
JournaZ,Le Mondein Paris and so on. Closer at home, both Channel 12 and Newsday took notice
of the announcement that the Laboratory made. In fact, Newsday wrote an editorial, which I
would like to put-up for a second (Figure 1) : “Brookhaven Breakthrough; By Solving the
Asbestos D- Problem, the hTationalLab Proves again its Value” --and I have underlined
one of the sentences: “i%e Breakthrough could not have come at a better time for embattled
federal facility. It& new luster to the reputation of the Laboratory, which despite recent
attemptsto trazqformit intoapoliticalfwtball --is an regional treasure.” Perhaps it is a bit self-
serving putting it up, but I think it reflects on the Laboratory, so I have no qualms about doing
that. I would dso like to show a bit of the piece that Channel 12 showed, for two reasons, one
it sets the background for what I wmt to do for the next 45-50 minutes, but also it is a very brief
summary of the technology that came from that effort. So, I will show this video (2) here.

Channel 12 Report: “‘Abreakthroughscienh~cdiscovery’-- that’s what scientists at Brookhaven
NationulLaboratoryare calling--a revolutiorunyasbestoscleanupmethod as News 12 Nicole Bell
reportsthut’sbeensm”dthe newprocedureis cheaperand qw”ckwthu.nwhathas been done before.
Nicole Bell speaking: It’s being hailed as the first product in the world capable of safely
destroying asbestos in installedfireproofing. It’s a shaving-cream type substance that when
applieddigestsasbestosfibers and dissolves them into harmlessminerals. Afier three ad a hay
years of research that has been developed by scientists at Brookhaven National Laboratory’!
(CoM”kue....) Leon Petmkis now speaking on Channel12: %beapplication of chemicals is very
gentle, compared to the scraping and therefore, there are almost nofibers released. And the
jibers being released arefewer. .10 to 1(Mtimes lower than of the currentpractice.’{.. Nicole
(Channel12 reporter):Tlfcoume asbestoswas commonlyused infireproofing in structures built
in the 1950’s and 60’s. Ithus ~re recentlybeenblamed to rareforms of lung cancer. This new
technique is said to be safer, slash the time is takes to removeasbestos by days and costsjust a
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jijlh of tti price of the old method of scraping the muterial out offireproojing. m

Actually one other aspect that comes from showing that video, is that one has to be very careful
about what you get from television, as we all appreciate --they did not quite get my name
Correetly. . . some of you may have noticed...

Asbestos. We will do a very quick lesson in Greek, if I may (F@re 3). Asbestos is a Greek
word, Asvestos, coming from the negating alpha and the classied Greek verb svenynai, to
extinguish. So, asbestos literally means inatz”nguishalde.Of course, asbestos has terrific thermal
insulation properties and fire retarding properties, so the name inextinguishableis a euphemistic
name in the same sense that Magellan called the Pacific Ocean ‘Paczjic’,which was nothing like
that when he first entered. The word asbestos first appears in a classical text by Theophrastos in
the fourth century B.C. Theophrastos was one of the students of Aristotle.

In the last few years, the word ‘Asbestos’has achieved a great deal of notoriety. Periodically we
see articles in the New York Times, here is one for example (F@me 4) A 1995 article, ‘Brooklyn
SchoolRacesto Clean-OutAsbestos’, another one from the Times again (Hgure 4a), and, this I
think is a quintessential New York picture... There was a problem on the Upper East Side and
space-suited workers are trying to ded with the problem outside this restaurant, while this cool
New Yorker inside seems to be enjoying her meal and her crossword puzzle. Of course, this is
not a U.S. phenomenon alone. Negative reaction to the word asbestos seems to be universal
among many folks. In 1995, I spent a brief sabbatical at the University of Paris and Le Monde,
another distinguished newspaper, had this interesting article (l@ure 5) discussing the asbestos
situation in the UK and France and attempting hereto establish a correlation between the imported
asbestos in France and the number of deaths from mesothelioma. Actually, at the time I was in
France in 1995, there was a great deal of fiction between, on one hand, the administration of the
University of Paris and on the other between the students and unions.

Of course this notoriety of asbestos is rather a reeent development. Asbestos had a great deal of
fame before that. It had entered the commercial seetor quite extensively. The U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency reported that in the 70’s there were over 3,000 commercial
products that were based on asbestos (F@.Ire 6). By far, the most extensive was in insulation
fireproofing of buildings as well as thermal insulation of pipes and also in other building
materials. There were other kinds of interesting articles, woven articles from cloaks to theater
curtains to even shrouds; of course the automobiles have used asbestos quite extensively in brake
and clutch linings. During the Second World War, asbestos was classified as strategic materials,
so it was stockpiled because there was difficulty to access with only three countries producing the
material –Canada, South Africa and Russia. And, there had been interesting miscellaneous items,
battens, telephones, there were filters, and this is a very interesting one, a cigarette filter, and
apparently it turns out there is a synergy in lung disease when tobacco smoking is combined with
the asbestos filter. I guess this was established after the fact. So, it was very extensively used
until the 70’s when the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency classified asbestos as a regulated
material. OSHA followed-suit and established their own rules for the protection of workers in the
work place. This regulations came about as a result of concerns with the health implications of
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the use of asbestos (Figure 7). It turns out that the health implications had been commented upon
quite early. Pliny the Younger in the second century AD had noticed the increased occurence of
disease in asbestos workers. In the late 19ti century high death rates were noted among French
and English asbestos workers dealing with weaving and courting. By 1927, asbestosis had been
identified, which is known to produce scarring of lung tissue. Then in the 30’s bronchial
carcinoma was identified and then by 1960 mesothelioma, which is a form of cancer generally not
seen in the general public, but almc)stexclusively in asbestos workers. It is a cancer of the lining
of the thoracic or the abdominal cavities. Amphiboles, one of the two common forms of asbestos,
and I’ll discuss that in a second, have been implicated, although there is some controversy as to
the exact form of asbestos that is responsible for the lung disease. The U.S. Regulatory agencies
bypass that and the rules apply uniformly to all asbestos fibers. The peak production a couple of
decades back was ahnost 5 million metric tons, most of which is chrysotile, one of the two very
common forms of asbestos. The other is amosite and it will come to those structures and the their
activities in a moment.

Atmospheric concentrations have been found to be 10-100 nanograms per cubic meter of air, near
factories there had been much higher concentrations. Two numbers I will ask you to retain for the
dumtion of this talk one is the ‘permissibleemission limit”(PEL) that EPA and OSHA have put
at 0.1 fiber per cubic centermeter of air, while materials which have less than 1% asbestos are
considered non-asbestos containing material. Anything above 1% is asbestos containing material.
- 7A). SO if YOU are going to deal with asbestos according to the Regulatory Agencies, you
have to take it to that level of the 1% or below.

Asbestos is really a generic name for a series of minerals and like all minerals it has a wide range
of compositions and structures (Figures 8, 9). The two common forms are amphiboles and the
other is serpentine. Both of them are silicates. The amphiboles are double chains of silicates
with a considerable amount of iron and some magnesium (F@re 10). The common form of
amphiboles, arnosite, is about 10% of all the “iisbestosthat has been mined. And amosite has gone
traditionally in thermal insulation, piping, so both DOE and the utility companies have a very
significant problem with amosite. And in fact, DOE has an interesting problem because quite a
bit of the amosite is contaminated with radionuclides, so that it is a good candidate for two
technologies from Brookhaven, one is the asbestos that I am discussing and the other is the
sequestration of heavy metals that A.J. Francis has developed. In Figure 8 I am showing the
refractive indexes for they have been used quite effectively to tell apart quite readily the different
forms of asbestos. The second form of asbestos is the serpentine, which are the layered silicate
structure. Chrysotile or white asbestos is the most common form, some 90 % of all asbestos that
has been mined and used. Here (@gum 9) is a rough indication of the difference in the chemical
composition of the two. Chrysotik: is silicate and magnesium oxide, while amosite is silicate with
a great deal of ferric oxide in there. Here is a cartoon (Fignre 10) of the two structures, both of
them the silicate, here’s the amphibole with the dual silicate chain, while the serpentine are the
layer structures. On the bottom part of the cartoon, there is an attempt to show the alteration of
the silicate layer and the magnesium oxide layer. Actually, you have a silicon oxide layer and then
a magnesium oxide, while silicon and magnesium share covalently the same oxygen, but because
of the difference in the atomic radii of the two, the composition imposes a specific structure; it
imposes a curvature which results in a tubular structure, which alternates the silica-magnesia,
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silica-magnesia and with the top layer being the magnesium oxide, which is hydrated. Here is
annther oartnnn ~lmm- 1 (lA 1 flR) nf the ehn~cntil- ctnlotllr- anA thic ic a hlnwn-lln usrcinnSU. U... V* W- UVV.. ~= ---- w *v.=9 *vA=] VA u.- w.*. J WU.W -u bbvbsuv w.- ●. . . ..7 u w.w.va. *P v w...vn~

again with the silica-magnesia layers, which gives a periodicity to the structure which we can
. ..explon, and we have expioited for analytical purposes as weii as product identification. But I wN1

come into that a bit later in my talk.

In addition to the thermal and fire retarding properties of asbestos, a very distinct and important
property of asbestos has been its presumed chemical inertness. It turns out that asbestos is not
*--11., thmt :mn+ 1+ hmo hansi LrIn.I,ri k. m m.. rnhmw -~ .,-.*. th.-It ateamm ma; ,-lc.-.- .t+.-ifil/ .-,-,4 A-
1 wany ulav IUWI L. AU Im.Y U-II NIUWII luA a II UUMA.A UL yb.a o wat iwu.i~ CLWU- WLII awwm CUIU uu

attack the asbestos structure. One important finding in the project that we undertook jointly with
...—
W.K. (him & Co. was the finding that the combination of a strong acidic function in the
presence of a small amount of fluoride iron, which acts catalytically, can be much more
effective in attacking, in digesting, in destroying the asbestos structure than even the strongest
acids, The exact cmmnositicm nf the l’)MA fl% ~estinn M.kture nr M~tenIa! for -A-S?ENOS)that is-–... =-–. —-.. —---- - \—-=—- —--- , ---—. --

being commercialized is based on phosphoric acid plus a boron or silicon fluoride salt as the
------- -r .L- n.. -2>- T . ...11 --—- *-
Suurw ul Ulc llUUIIUC.

AL-. :- - -----4 L... r-- AL- .: —- T --.-..1- i: l_- .— J: ------
1 Will GUIIIC LU Ulill 111 d SCXU1lU, UU1 lUI LIIG UIIIG, 1 WUUIU llKC lU UISGUSS

ftuther the reactivity of asbestos using some chemistry that was developed at Brookhaven. If one
requires that you have the acidic function plus the fluoride ion, why not use the two in the same
molecular vehicle, if you will, to provide those two as a way of avoiding, for example, the
generation of HF, hydrofluoric acid, which a no-no from the regulatory agencies. So early on,
we prq)o~ to W.?=. f’%afl-that We Pnncifbr th(= all-rar+lc hl)t th-., hd nn int-ract ;n thcit---- “1-. ..” ““...?.””. . ..” OW~lWVl”-, “U. .11-J llU- llW Ill-. W-b .11 .IIUL.

DOE/ER, one of the two sources of funding for us, allowed us to do a couple of things that were
very important in the ovetil project. One was to deveiop an analytical process using the Light
Source, which I will discuss presently, as well as, develop some new chemistry based on
superacids.

The DMA or the phosphoric acid in the commercial process attacks chrysotile which is found in
fireproofing. However, DMA does not attack the amosite or the combinations of the amosite-
chrysotile which as I said are very common in thermal insulations. The chemistry that we did
develop using superacids, in fact, does the job. Superacids are combinations of Bronsted acids
with a fluorinated Lewis acid, and their acidity is much greater than that of pure sulfuric acid
(Figure 11, 12). If we take the Hammett function as a quantitative measure of the acidity,
sulfuric acid is 12. Then the superacids are 7-8 orders of magnitude stronger than the sulfuric
acid. Phosphoric acid in combination with borontrifluoride is one example. Antimony
pentafluoride, as those of you who have been close to catalytic chemistry appreciate, has been a
very important source of superacidic function. In fact, Professor George Olah in 1994 received
the Nobel Prize for advancing the use of superacids in catalytic reactions. If I may share an
interesting tidbit, in 1993 I had m-organized with Professor Jacques Fraissard from the University
of Paris an Advanced Study Institute on the acidity and basicity of solids and we had invited
Professor George Olah long before he got his Prize. He gave a wonderful presentation on the
superacids. I also had had some experience with superacids manipulating the structures of zeolites,
but when we got together with W.R. Grace, George Olah’s comments were fresh in my mind and
it was of course a straight-forward kind of thing to propose that we do use the superacids in this
project. Since W.R. Grace was not interested in superacids when we came back from our first
visit at the W .R. Grace laboratories, I asked Toshi Sugama in DAS to do some preliminary
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experiments for evaluating the potential of the superacids. The Directorate were kind enough to
allow us to use a bit of some Laboratory Director’s R&D funds that we had, both to pursue the
chemistry as well as to use the Light Source for some product identification in the analytical
method.

One of the patents that has been granted to Brookhaven is the use the superacids. I would like to
use the fluorosulfonic acid as an example of the kind of changes that take place in the structure
of asbestos, and although in the commercial process for fireproofing with chrysotile it is
phosphoric acid that is being used, nevertheless the chemistry that I’ll discuss here is quite
applicable there also. In trying to understand the chemistry which is interesting in its own right,
but also could provide guidance for the development for the commercial process. We did do quite
a bit of work with fluorosulfonic acid and we used a number of the capabilities that exist here at
the Laboratory to monitor and try to understand what was happening. We used infrared, Xl%,
SCM, the Light Source.

Let me show here some infrared spectrum (Figure 13). The top is the infrared spectrum of
chrysotile and at the 3680-3640 wave number region, there are hydroxyl stretches which are
characteristic of the magnesium hydroxyl and therefore can be taken as characteristics of the
chrysotile. Here also at 1080, 1050, and 970, there area number of bands which are associated,
which are silicon-oxygen stretching bands with silicon-oxygen in different environments. For
example, the 1080 is silicon-oxygen stretch in the silicon-oxygen-magnesium environment. The
1080 is the silicon-oxygen. The 1050 is the silicon-oxygen-magnesium and so on with the others.
These are quite well studied and have been assigned with some considerable degree of confidence.
In the next three traces, I am showing the the infra-red spectra from the chrysotile as it is being
affected by fluorosulfonic acid at different concentrations. By the time we get to 15%
fluorosulfonic acid you see all features associated with the chrysotile have been eliminated. The
structure has been changed completely. The magnesium-hydroxide is gone, so are the silica
bands. New bands appear at 1220 and 1090 for example which are characteristic of hydrated
silica. So there is no doubt that we have completely destroyed the chemical structure of asbestos.
It is very interesting to compare this to the 15% fluorosulfonic acid and 3% HF plus 14.7%
sulfhric acid. This is the equilibrium value of hydrolyzed fluorosulfonic acid and you do see that
the two spectra are identical, indicating that the fluorosulfonic acid, a single carrier of the acidity
and the fluoride ion so you don’t have to worry about using hydrofluoric acid to do the job quite
nicely.

Let me show some additional infrared spectra. (Figure 14) These are spectra of the chrysotile
which has been treated with hydrofluoric acid and you see 15% hydrofluoric acid destroyed most
of the features associated with the chrysotile structurq while with 15% sulfuric acid treatment you
still have a great deal of the structure intact. In fact if we use the hydroxyl stretching band in the
magnesium hydroxide as a measure of the asbestos chrysotile structure, we can see (Figure 15)
the relative effkcts of the 15% sulfuric acid that is quite ineffective; HF that is quite effective and
fluorosulfuric acid which is most effective and, of course, I keep coming back to this point, with
fluorosulfuric acid as I’ll show some data later on, we do not have to worry about about HF being
present. This is an important point for the regulatory agencies for developing a process.



XRD was quite useful in identifying products and also reaching some conclusions as to what is
happening (Figure 16). In the top I’m showing the x-ray diffraction pattern of chrysotile and again
the same with increasing amounts of fluorosulfuric acid. You remember that the periodicity
between the structures did predict an x-ray diffraction pattern which is observed quite niceiy and
of course when you go to the 15% all the features of the chrysotile are gone. Very interestingly
there is evidence of magnesium fluoride that is precipitated, magnesium sulfate which is another
nroduct; and what is even more significant is the lack of any evidence that crystalline silica is=.. —-.
being formed. Crystalline silica would be a no-no and would derail the process from going
forwa.~ .

But apparenUy what is going on with the chrysotile when treated with fiuorosuifonic acid, is
shown in Figure 17. The fluorosulfonic acid hydrolyzes to form HF and sulfuric acid. The first
layer, the outmost layer of the magnesium hydroxide is being attacked to precipitate magnesium
clllfatw alcn then= i~ crime maune~illm nride ac the Aditknal maune-cillm innc are nnwinitatd with. . ...*-. -- . .. . ..- .“ -.. ..# . . . . .. . . . . . ----- - --- . . . . . . .. . ..~. -—-”... ----- ..- - r. —.y..-.— .. . .. .

the fluoride to form the crystalline magnesium fluoride. There is also silicontetrafluoride which
readily hydrolyzes to give more silica gei and regenerates the “HFthat can be recycied and act as
a catalyst.

Because the regulatory agencies are concerned not only with the chemistry, but also the
morphology, and as I said they do not differentiate among the different forms of asbestos, we had
to Innk om-afilllw at tha ~lhsrc ;n .xbli+;nn tn thn nhmn; nol mvnnrdt; nn.Wwn w-=4 u.. J ‘L LXR- ~~u-~ D 11. =UULUU1l LU LLIU WL,U,,,IWCU W,,,pVCjluu,,.

Rnh Cmh.t; n; in +ha-u Uuuaulu &al L1lU

Materials Division, DAS, obtained this very nice SEM pictures (Figure 18) which show clearly
the fiber structure “Mforethe chemical attack, and you see they are completely gone. Ako, the
energy dispersive spectroscopy, at least in the top 1.5 micrometer layers, shows the type of
chemicals that are associated with the structure. Clearly the chemical compositions of the fibers
have been changed radically.

One problem that we faced early on in dealing with this development was how do we convince
the regulatory agencies that we have destroyed asbestos? EPA specifies that the method of choice
is polarized light microscopy. But, the EPA folks who developed polarized light microscopy at
the Research Triangle will tell you themselves that unless very carefully done, PLM is not terribly
reliable. In fxt, we sent out a lot of samples to different EPA approved laboratories and we got
back an incredible range of answers. We had made mechanical mixtures of asbestos using NIST
samples which we were using to calibrate the analytical method. So we had to deal with
developing a new analytical method that quantitatively could reassure us that indeed we
destroyed the asbestos and we could take those data to the regulatory agencies. This was the other
piece of work that DOIWR paid for and this is where the Light Source proved invaluable in our
development of the process. Here is a picture (F@re 19) of the X7A-Beam Line in the Light
Source. This is being run by Dave Cox, whose PRT we joined for a couple of years. Joe Hriljac
and his postdoc, Cahit Eylem, did this work, and, as I said, it proved extremely valuable. A
method that we developed from that phase of the project has been accepted. It was published in
peer-reviewed journals and the EPA accepted it as a reference method.

X-ray diffraction patterns are shown here (l?@Ire 20). B is the chrysotile with this particular
(002) diffraction line that reflects the periodicity of the two alternating structures being the one
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that we used for quantitative analysis in conjunction with the ratio method with alumina as the
standard. XRD measurements were made in the laboratory, but we found that laboratory XRD
failed at around 1% or below. And we wanted to go much lower than that. Here is (Figures 21,
22) an indication of the quality c}fthe data that the Light Source was providing with the NIST
samples 1%. You see a tremendous signal-to-noise ratio for the 1%, and still quite good at the
0.1 % chrysotile level. These kind of data allowed us to develop a calibration curve so that we
could use it to determine that we have gone below the 1% regulatory limit, of what the regulatory
agencies consider ACM (Asbestos Containing Material).

It turns out that asbestos is a very interesting material, much more reactive and I’ll make the
analogy again with zeolites ami indicated that asbestos can be manipulated quite readily.
However, the main thrust of the project was in the development of a commercial process to deal
with asbestos in commercial applications. As I mentioned earlier, a main commercial use of
asbestos, following the Second World War, was in fireproofing. That developed out of the use
by the Navy of a sprayed-on method to insulate naval vessels as well as boilers and pipes and so
on. In the 50’s a similar product czune to the market that typically had 10 to 20% chrysotile and
the rest was filler material, gypsum, vermiculite. When the regulatory agencies classified
asbestos as a regulated material, a tremendous burden was placed on building owners to deal with
the problem. If asbestos fireproofing is intact and there are no fibers in there, there’s really no
problem. When fibers are inhaled, that is where the concern arises. So, if you have asbestos that
is not disturbed, you can leave it in place, but if you want to remove it, that can be a very costly
undertaking. EPA has indicated there are 750,000 structures in this country which have asbestos
that needs to be dealt with --schools, high rises, hospitals and other structures.

The most effective way of dealing with that problem is first to put a plastic cocoon in the space
you want to remediate, reduce the pressure as you do in a hospital room to keep the fibers inside,
then space-suited workers with the appropriate masks go in there, wet down the asbestos, scrape
it and then they have to remove that scraped material to a special landfill as regulated material as
a considerable cost. When we started dealing with this, Marty Blume gave me a very interesting
tidbit from the local scene, how a tiny building, I don’t remember which one, next to the
Directorate --when it was taken down, by far the greatest cost associated with it was the removal
of the asbestos. And of course, for buildings you are going to save, you need to ref~eproof once
you remove the old asbestos fireproofing, so there is an added expense. The expense for dealing
with asbestos in this manner varies considerably from location to location. New York City is
much more expensive than Idaho. But, a figure that has been thrown around is something like
$12,$15,$18 per square foot. That translates to something, well I have seen figures as high as
$150 Billion for the fmeproofmg. The more commonly quoted numbers are about $100 Billion
and about 1500 small companies in the U.S. that are dealing with the problem. At the rate at
which the problem is being attacked, it will take about 25 years or so to deal with it. Then of
course, you have to refireproof, and this is just the chrysotile fireproofing problem. The thermal
insulation is a different issue, the amosite is a different issue.

W.R. Grace asked us to work with them in perhaps coming up with an innovative process to deal
with asbestos. When they called me, it was on a very busy day and when they told me they had
some preliminary evidence that aslbestoscould be treated chemically, my reaction, since I didn’t
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knowanythingabout asbestos was . . . . well, I thought, there is a fire-sale on a couple of bridges
aA.AL-u-- --2 T . ..--.12 L.. ..-—. L.. ---- .- --11 &L-— .- .L-—

iil NMIIMILUUI, am I WUUIU uc VGI y IIiqJpy w SIX UICIII w uIwn . . . . ~~’w e did fmn a fgiolup’t-il --

Calvin Lynn, Allen Goland, Larry Kukacka, Joe Hriljac, Jim Hurst-- and we asked a
representative from ES&H to come with us. We went to W.R. Grace after we signed a secrecy
agreement to see what they had. I became tremendously excited about the possibilities. We had
been working with W.R. Grace already, eventually another CRADA came from them on
rnrmcinn ad Alliu-m n2VPnMti and Ulluh Teaarc wnrkd nn that-------.. , --- . . . . . . . . . . . . ~..r.,. . -.S ..--.. ._-” Rllt it wa c very ~~~~~~~~~g.. .,. ..— “.. . .. . . -.-., A. . . . .“.

to see the preliminary data that they had. We called DOWER and they got on board very quickly
–1-–.. . –-aoou[ supporting us to become involved. “‘we ca.hi DOEIEII and Clyde Frank signed on very
quickly, but some of his subordinates had to be persuaded. The BNL Directorate, they were kind
enough and they allowed us to use a little bit of the LDRD money to get some of the preliminary
results, and so we were on our way.

The chemistry was done both here at Brookhaven and at W.R. Grace. For the physicists and the
other non-chemists in here, maybe I’ve shown too many chemical structures, but it’s good for
everybody to have some chemical equations. The DMA which has been commercialized is
phosphoric acid plus a fluorosilicate. Upon reaction you get magnesium hydrogen phosphate;
amorphous I emphasize silica; and again the same catalytic role for the HF that forms SiFb,
which regenerates HF by hydrolyzing the hexafluonde, and recycling the HF @lgure 23). The
products are shown in F- 24. There is the XRD evidence (lGgure 25) that indicates that the
fluorosulfonic acid completely destroys chrysotile. In this particular picture, the XRD is taken as
an additional measure that chrysotile is completely gone. And additional SEM pictures from Bob
Sabatini’s lab (F@re 26) show again the complete destruction of the chrysotile fibers.

But once you have done and understood the chemistry, there is a big jump to go to a commercial
nrnm=cc The trditinnal thinu that vnll rI*A tn t-in nf enllrc~y. VVv... . ..- .-- . . ...-=..- . . . . ..b . ..-. ,“u ..— ic tn An n nilnt nlnnt ctIIrlu nf tha*U -w, “. “WM. -, 1. .“ w“ - y..”. y.uls. .WWUJ u. U..W

process in order to scale it up. Where do you do that with a material such as asbestos? We had
L...-. –.- r– --.-.-.-l
men very rormnare to nave involved the Laboratory safety folks, both within the Department and
outside the Department, specifically the Environmental Safety & Health Division, so we had
received very good guidance from them from the very beginning. Pat Carr who is in the DAS
came up with a terrific suggestion. She said how about using the Inhalation Toxicology Facility
(ITF), in the Medical Department. That facility had special permits from EPA and the New York
.l..4hfi&Ga”..Ifi++- ..”- :*4- Ann“ka.+a”:.. ●ha.a L..4...- +Lfi..-b..b :4 ..,-..1AAA--A.-.4:C....-.,.-..1A,.Ab
CLUUIUAAUS, llUL LU UZiGlL LU UU @_LU~ lLl L1lGIG, uUL WG UIUU~ll L lL WULLIU UU ~lGcIt, 11 WG WUIU ~Gl

that permit also. That suggestion saved the project, easily I would say, two-years and maybe a
couple of miiiion dOiiars not having to build a new faciiity. AisO, we used that facility very
advantageously. W.R. Gmce gave us about 3/4 of a million dollars and we put in necessary hoods
@@m 27). It is a wonderful facility; HEPA filters, high-efficiency particle absorption; similarly
excellent ftities for containing the water, and so on.. I will not describe in any detail here, but
it is a unique ftity, three rooms, approximately 1200 square feet. I did have to use quite a few
of my green stamps with my dear friend Daryl Joel in Medical, but everybody was absolutely
terrific, very cooperative. And, this has become a unique facility that allowed us to do
engineering operations, e.g. mixing and spraying of asbestos to simulate the fireproofing that
exists in buildings; and then to do the actual spraying with the chemicals in this third chamber,
for example. So the engineering scale-up was done here at Brookhaven. DOE/EM primarily paid
for it, although W.R. Grace put-up quite a bit of money. We had, in addition to the money they

8
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gave the Laboratory, five of their people working fill-time at the Laboratory.

We used 34, 31X3’panels or 3’ beams to spray and simulate the fireproofing, which then we
treated and we did all kinds of measurements from chemical analysis to release of fibers to acid
droplets counts and so on, always lhavingin mind of course that we would have to present all this
data to the regulatory agencies. We redly strove to have the proper documentation and do things
correctly, both scientifically and from a safety standpoint. And, I want to emphasize that we
brought in regulatory agencies frc~mthe very beginning. Even before the CRADA was signed I
went to EPA and their f~st reaction was . . .go away, when you have a process, come back and
we’ll talk to you. But, we insisted and they worked quite closely with us.

I am summarizing here (Figure 28) the tremendous amount of work done in the ITF to show that
in the engineering scale phase-up, the work we had done on the bench-scale does work quite
effectively. Thirty-four panels and beams were studied. From each one we took 9 cores --each
core was sectioned so that we could monitor the depth to which the chemicals penetrated and there
were duplicate analyses, by BNL and W.R. Grace; and also there were analyses by XRD both in
the laboratories and also at the Light Source; there was Polarized Light Microscopy analyses.
And we were grat~led to fmdl that in all samples, with no exemptions, for which the
application protocol was followed, the various analyses showed that chrysotile after
treatment was 1S than 1% vs. the 12.7% when we started. And again I remind you that the
regulatory agencies require/consider as asbestos containing material the 1% level. We also made
other important measurements.

I will put a viewgraph which is quite busy (Figure 29). I apologize for that. Let me draw your
attention to 2-3 things that are important. The OSHA PEL (Permissible Emission Level) is 0.1
fiber per cc, and during the engineering scale-up, this is the concentration of the fibers that we
measure. And, in fact, if we do clifferent measurements, these are the total fibers and we try to
differentiate with TM, which ones are asbestos fibers we show no fiber production. That is quite
extraordinary, but it’s not really surprising. One of the nice innovations, that was a W. R. Grace
innovation, although we helped them finesse that, was the way that we apply the chemicals in the
commercial process. If you spray, even when you do very gentle atomization spraying, you do
generate a significant number, or you could generate a significant number of fibers. And if you
exceed the 0.1 fiber level concentration over an eight hour period then you have gained nothing,
because you will be obliged to have the plastic cover to create a negative pressure which of course
is a most significant part of the overall cost. So, we did apply the foam and the foam even for
frayed, mechanically compromised surfaces, the minute it comes into contact with the fibers, they
become digested immediately, or if you do generate some fibers, they are taken-up by the foam
and they are destroyed. So it is not really surprising that we do have this extremely low level of
fiber generation and this is one of the key developments that allows us to cut the cost quite
significantly. I will show some cost numbers presently, but I already indicated that 50 % of the
cost is this negative pressure tenting that low concentrations, given the process obviate the need
for this negative pressure. And of course, another very important thing is the acid vapors,
especially for HF, for which the :regulatory agencies specified 3 parts-per million and again we
are way below the particular level.

9



Let me run very quickly through additional steps in the development. W .R. Grace leased a
building, a 50,000 sq. ft. bank in Virginia (Ffgure 30) and they tried-out the process. The results
they obtained are in line with what was obtained at the ITF at the Laboratory during the scale-up
phase (F@Ires 31, 32, 33). Here we helped them in terms of the protocol, some of the
measurements and so on. Also, they did do an Underwriters Laboratory test, actually several
tests, and again we helped them with those. Once you digest the asbestos for buildings that you
normally would not want to raze, the question arises, is the digested material as effective
fqroollng as it was when it was asbestos? That was a very important question, and the answer
that we got from UL (Underwriters Laboratory) was a very emphatic yes. In addition, there were
animal tests done. These were done at the suggestion of OSHA. And again this shows how
important it was that we involved them very arly. They (the animal tests) were done through a
university. We were not involved in those animal tests at all, They were done by Prof. Oberdoster
from the University of Rochester and they were done in Europe. The results, as shown to me by
David Myers, came back tremendously good --indicating that there was no adverse pathology
associated with the digested asbestos material.

Ok... Let me come towards the end of my talk here. I’m indicating (lVgure 34,35) some figures
relating to cost. Current practice with the site preparation, removal of the fireproofing and so on
in this particular study was about $10-12 cioiiars compared to the potentitily much iower in situ
process that we have developed.

According to the terms of the CRADA, W,R, Grace for the ChrysQti!e had the right to
commercialize this in the private sector. There were eight patents issued for chrysotile, 7 to W.R.
P–-’.,. .-A --- b- D.--t .t....---Ulu ~lu ullCUJDIWNldVG1l. S0, tiiey a-e doing the coninwrciaiizatkm in the p~iV@ sector. Iii
August, the first commercial test was done. A New York company, LVI Environmental Services,
of New York City received the first license. A number of other asbestos companies are being
processed to be licensed by W.R. Grace, I understand (13gure 36). According to the terms of the
CRADA, we have the possibility, responsibility I would say, of doing a large-scale demo in some
nnlJ fw41itv Wra hrwra A: COIICCA th; c whh m n,,rnhcw nf c;tn.s 12nrnolrl C..,mnnoh R;.rn. omrl DMln,--- AWUbJ . ., “ ancbv” u.-u.— “UD waua u LIU1llUWA U, m-, A U1llCXLU, UUVLU1llCU1 lUVkL UIIU A\WUfiJ

Flats. All have been interested. It appears that this will be done fist at Savannah River. We have
sampies from them. in terms of the amosite, the iesser form of asbestos, tiiat wiii entil two,
perhaps three exclusive BNL patents. And this is very important for thermal insulation. We have
just received some money for doing some orientation studies from the U.S. Navy. If that proves
useful, I think the Navy is very much interested, but in addition to DOE, EPA, MarketSpan and
others expressed a strong interest in this technology.

There mea lot of interesting things that have come out of it but as I conclude I would like to make
some general observations. I have listed here (F@re 37), what I consider as important lessons
learned from this work. And I am positive that carefully structured collaborations do indeed
work. We hear a great deal about collaborations, I’m not saying that’s the only way to proceed,
far from it, however, when properly structured, they can work quite well. And, it can be a win,
win, win situation for everyone --satisfying every partner’s needs: Peer-reviewed publications and
presentations, training of post dots (and we have done this in this particular project), utilization
of the Labs facilities ( the Light Source was critical); patents have been issued both to the
industrial partner and to us; safety, I cannot emphasize this enough, that regulatory agencies be

●
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involved early ..Oit is a very big plus; a commercial process developed; and of course we did
receive some good publicity. Jim Davenport made reference to a very nice statement put out by
Secretary Pefia (Figure 38); in 1997 he had. some nice things to say for us... “Brookhaven
Laboratory scientists have helped create an innovative safe solution to attack problem that affects
around the country. This is just one example of many achievements at Brookhaven known for its’
contributions in medicine, basic re~ch, energy, environmental sciences. Partnerships between
Department of Energy’s Laboratories and private industry consistently reach tangible rewards. In
this case we will make a difference in safely removing asbestos from schools, houses, offices and
other buildings”, said Mr. Peiia.

Let me put up some names (13gwre39). It has been absolutely gratifying to work with a bunch
of really wonderful people, under sometimes extremely difficult circumstances. I will not go into
that... Marita Allan, Neal Carciello, Dave Elling, C!ahit Eylem (a post doe, he’s not here
anymore), Allen Goland, Joe Hriljac, Jim Hurst, Larry Kukacka, Calvin Lynn, Walter Reams,
Bob Sabatini, Toshi Sugama, Ron Webster, Qing Zhu, and a bunch of people from W.R. Grace.

I want to put up one more viewgraph (Figure 40), and I apologize because I’m sure I have not
put all the names of all the people t~at helped in this... at times painfid.. but extremely satisfying
project. Nick Samios personally took a very strong interest in this from the very beginning, as
did other people in the Directorate, especially Marty Blume, and Mike Bebon. A few key
telephone calls, the ability to US8a little bit of the LDRD money, general support . . all those
things were extremely good. Peter Bond, in his capacity as Interim Director last year, we are
grateful to all for the terrific support. In ES&H, Jeff Williams, Gary Adams, Bob Salvi, Pat
Sullivan, Jim Davenport from DAS, a number of people from DAS, Pat Carr, Dr. Krishna, Jim
Hurst, the administrative staff, and Gail Brown was the secretary to this project. Plant
Engineering were very, very good, especially Raj Yadav did an extraordinary job in renovating
the ITF, Technology Transfer people, Peg Bogosian, Mike Furey, they amazed our industrial
partners. We were sapposed-to-be the slow-step in that interaction. Technology Transfer
provided one-hour turn-around time in secrecy agreements. Public Relations, Kara Villamil,
Diane Greenburg and others. The Area DOE Area Office, they were absolutely terrific and a
number of people in Headquarters and also people at EPA, and OSHA. I thank them all. And,
lastly, I thank you for your attention and your interest.

we have just a few minutes for questions for the speaker...]

Q: Did you have any difficulty in getting penetration of the foam?

A: (LP): No. We worked with 2“ thick panels.. W.R. Grace since then have extended that to
3 lA”. You apply the foam, it’s amazing it stays in place. I showed you the Channel

12 piece. Over a day, it becomes absorbed, the reaction is slightly exothermic, so you react
immediately without really raising the temperature.
*********

Q: What is that?, It looks like you have HF in the front. It may not be what you started with,
but . . . . .

11
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A: No.. We looked very carefully at that, it’s actually, I tried to indicate, I did not take you
through the complete chemistry. It is there. And we monitor that very, very carefully. But, it
is recycling, regenerating itself and keeps precipitating out as the fluoride. At no time, once we
worked out the protocols did we exceed the 3 parts per million regulatory limit. And that is a
very, very important question, because one could take HF acid and do that but we would never
had a process.

********

Q: How do you make the foam?
A: The foam has been primarily a W.R. Grace innovation. Actually, it has been a rather difficult
development and it has been critical in terms of limiting the chemicals one can use. But, basicly
you put in a drum, acid at X%, the water, then you put in a number of binders, and so on , as you
might expect the formuia is quite complicated, and then simpiy use air, which you store-up and
then you with a spray, very close or very far away you apply that on the surface.

,

,

Q: IS the I)M_A effective on any Qther asbestos containing rn~&iais, SUCh M: tirceii nine lLW. or_———_.— —------- -—. .— ----- r-r. –-=, -.

mud-joint packets?

A: Very good question, “Is DMA the Digestion Material for Asbestos effective with other asbestos
configurations? ”.. First of all, let me reemphasize that the DMA that has become commercial is
effective only with chrysotile. If you are going to go to other asbestos forms, you’ll have to use
the BNL technology, number 1... and number 2... there are so many configurations out there that
nml. r -A.., th; o :. ha:mm Aa. ral A-A #n* -“.-*1- tha -Awl-a.a:”l -*-A”” that .,,. ” +4-,4 A.. + ;-
ulu~ IJUW uuo m UVU16 uwvwlup, Iul VAaJIIpIW, UIV WI II II IUIWKU pls~o ulaL wa~ UIW WUL III

Connecticut, involved a popcorn ceiling, which had been painted, amazingly enough, it went
through the paint, ok... ‘--we are negotiating with a utility company they have, there are thousands
even for this, tens-of-thousand, even for this utility company valves which have been insulated
with some asbestos containing concoction that we have not really tried. The first results from
crime tile. P.ven thnlloh that ic a vPrv tioht mat~rial and m nn thev anm=ar nrnmicino“----- ---- . . . . w.. .. .. . ~.. .. .. . .“ - T‘-J -~... . . . . . . . . . . . wv w.., . ..WJ ..yy——.. yAv...A”b..b.

~q we

don’t know yet to what extent, but that is something that is being worked on and there are some
very extremeiy encouraging developments.

Q: You mean floor tile, or ceiling tile?

A: It doesn’t make any difference... because the foam will stay..

.
***********

Q: Will it penetrate vinyl asbestos floor tile? *

A: That we don’t know. I personally doubt that, we havn’t tried that, and to my knowledge,
W.R. Grace has not penetrated that. No.

***********
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Q: Isn’t this a potentially awfully hazardous for the applicators?

A: That as you might suspect, was a question that we paid close attention to... again, the question
is .. . . Will that be potentially dangerousfor the applicators? We monitored very, very closely the
ambient environment. The reason the engineering scale-up was done at the ITF, why the ITF was
an ideal place, is that it allowed us to do this experiments in an enclosed place, but we did that
as if.. well, it was enclosed, but we were monitoring to see whether we would have measurements
that would allow us not to have the enclosure. The fiber concentration was so low in all cases that
is really no problem, ok? The concentration fiber has been at least one order of magnitude and
often 2 orders of magnitude below the limit. The hazard that you face, potentially is from the
acids. HF, we have eliminated, it is again below... so, any protection would have to be involved,
would have to be protection for acids.

LP: “Steve.?. .“

Q: You commented about the 1%, which is the, triggers the concern of this as a hazardous
material, to which I am infer that it’s 1.01% spacesuits are required and 0.09% that its’ no hazard
what-so-ever.. Which I guess you have to draw a line someplace and that’s where the line’s been
drawn. So, but that don’t... you started off with one of your viewgraphs had a 12.7% as your
starting material, so... in principle you’re really trying to get down in order of magnitude and then
in some sense, you’re done. How far do you get? Do you get an order of magnitude?

A: I can show some data Steve.. Some real data.. Let me see what I can get my hands on
quickly.. That at times.. Here is XRD the analysis.. I don’t know whether you can read them..
This is from the field test and this was 0.6,0.3, .3, .3,0, and so on.. The low was O the high was
.81, here’s the mean and the median. So..

Q: Those the actuals ?

A: These are the actual figures, yes. From one of the many tests, so.. This was a very, very
sensitive point, along with HF and the fiber count. We payed a great deal of attention to. Now,
why the 1%, as you said, somebody will have to... you’ll have to draw the line somewhere, this
is where EPA and OSHA have drawn the line.

~How about two more questions from over here”]...

Q: Again, you’re eluding that asbestos that’s there now, if one doesn’t do anything with it, it’s
harmless?

A: If it is not in the air...

Q: So, why are you spending a-hundred billion dollars, and why is it all this
To clean Up . . . . ? And I think I know the answer

13



A: The regulatory agency position is that, if it exceeds 0.1 fiber per cc, average over an 8-hour
period, you as the building owner, you have a problem and you must do something about it. And
if it is not in the air. And the same with material asbestos that is being, not inhaled, but taken in..
Please. . .

(Audience asks question.. .LP repeats the question . ...)

Q: Good question . . . .What do we do with residual sulfuric acid or any of the other acids?

A: Two things, one look very carefully to monitor and determine the uptake. Before you do a
job, the first thing you do, you get cores from the floor or the ceiling, whatever to determine how
much there is and then you work from there and you try to do the stoichiometry. The W .R. Grace
people in the field have added a food dye that tells you when you have – changes color when you
have done, destroyed completely the asbestos, but in case there is some residual acid, they do
paint over it to neutralize it. There is, they have added potentially a neutralization step.

Q: (Can’t hear it, sorry) . . .

A: Some mild soda-bicarbonate, something like that, something very mild... I guess our Chair
says. . .
Chaic Yeah, if there’s any more questions, we can continue afterward at the reception and I think
we should thank the speaker one more time.

Applause...
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FIGmE 4
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Gelber said that the flooded
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Woven Articles

Insulation

Autwndil es

Filters

Building materials

Military

Miscellaneous

“Asbestos Man”

Cloaks, Tablecloths, Theater Curtains, Fireprotection
Suits, Gloves, Shrouds

Fireproofing of buildings and ships; thermal insulation of
pipes

Brake and ch]tch linings

Cigarettes, Hospital ventilations, military gas masks, fruit
juice & wine

Roofing, Flooring (vinyl asbestos)

Parachute flares, Bazooka shells and torpedos and surgical
dressings

S.A. July 1997, Allen and Mossman

Buttons, telephones, toothpaste

Johns Mansville exhibit at the 1939 NY World’s Fair

FIGURE 6
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HEALTH IMPLICATIONS

looA.~.” phnytbc youngcrcomments ondkeascsof~~

18W-i895 H.ighdeathra#cs mmnghnchndEn@ishaskstosw-’h@ ccmkg
As&saas Wxkers

1936 MM&ship between asbcsms dust expostxc and BRONCHIAL
CARCXNOMA.

1960 MESOTHELIOMA. exceptionally rare in the generai pubiic. mostly found
among asbestos workers. Cancer of the linings of thoracic or more ramiy of
abdominal cavities (peritoniurn). Amphiboles seem to be implicated along with
respirable (<1 run diarneter~ fibers. Cigarette smoking synergh.

A number of benign pleural changes [efiions. fibrosis)

.

.

FIGURE 7
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. . . . . . . . . . .

. Peak Production -5 x 106Metric tons/year
.

[90% Chrysotile].

@ Atmospheric Concentration

D 10-1OOng/m3
D 5 x 1(D3ng/m3 near factories

o Regulatory Agen(cies (EPA, OSHA)

.

. FIGURE 7A
.
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J= [Si04 Chain Structures]

.

Brown Asbestos
Refractive Index 1.55-1.64
(Fe+2Ma, Si80= (OW

Blue Asbestos
Refhwtive Index 1.69-1.71
N% Fq+3 (Fe+2Mg)3 S~ 0=
Nmz

SERPENTINE Layered Silicate Structures]

● mRxsmmE - White Asbestos
Refractive Index 1.50-1.57
Mg3 (Si2OJ (OH)4

FIGURE 8
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Asbestos Digestion Project

F
\

Mg

1 Wzf((ai) ‘i

FIGURE 10A
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SUPERACIDS

,

~ronsted Acid + Fluorinated Lewis Acid]

[Acidity > 100% H2SOJ

Atid

H2 S04 -12 (Std)

H3 P04 - BF3 -19

HS03F

HS03F - SbF5

HF - SbF5

.

,

FIGURE 11
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Patent 5,763,738 (6/9/98) (Sugama & Petrakis)

Chemical Agents for Conversion of Chrysotile Asbestos
into Non-Hazardous Materials

IWO* ~uoro6ulfonic]

F P(0) (O%
HBF4
H2Si FG
FCH2C0 OH
F CdH, CO OH

CF~ SOg H
C2 F~ SOJ H
C~Fll SOSH
C* Fl, SOSH

Fluorophosphoric
Fluoroboric
Fluorosilicic
Fluoroacidic
FIuorobenzoic

.

.

FIGURE 12
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FIGURE 13

‘“”%

lT- IR absorption spectra fox the 0, 5, 10, and 15 wt~ FSO#-treated

chrysotile ●sbestos samples, and the asbestos sample treateci tith

a 3 wtx HF-14.7 wt2 lLSOt s=lut~on, corresponding to the equilibrium

relation of 15 wtX FSO# in ●queous medium.
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lUOO 1400 1000

Wnndef, cm-i

.

FT - In spectra for 5, 10, and 15 wt% HF- ●nd 10 and 15 wtx H,S04-

tr.ated fibers’.
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10-i

mi2URF; 15~A.~~-”— ——

\

\

1 1
\

s 10 ~ 15

Concentriti*%

Changes in absorbance at 3680 cm-i for the FS03H- , HF-, and WSo4-

treated asbestos fibers as a function of concentration of chemical

reagents.
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1 1 1

# 20 3t
Cu Ka2e

.

4

Comparison betveen XRDpatterns for O, 5, 10, ●nd 15 vtZ FS03H-treatwl

chrysotile asbestos.
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FIGURE 19

(Not shown.)

A Light Source Beam Line
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FIGURE 21
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0.08

0.06

0.04

0.02

0

FIGURE 22
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DMA (H3P04 + Fluorosilicate)
\

3 Mg002SiOz.2Hz0 + 3H~ P04 =

3N’IgEIl?04+ 2Si02 (amorphous) + 5HZ0

SiF6-2 + HZO = HF + SiOz + F-

MgO-depleted Chrysotile + HF = “ ;2SIF

SiF;2 + H20 = HF

FIGURE 23
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FIGURE 24
PRODUCT COMPOSITION FOLLOWING APPLICATION OF DIGESTION AGENT

Component Approximate wt. %

caso4”2H20 Ca(HPOJz*HzO 55-65
CaHP0402Hz0

MgHP0407Hz0 15-25

Vermiculite 10-20

Cal?z, A1P04, FqO~ <5

Amorphous SiOz 2-5

Chrysotile <1

The original product composition was approximately 639k Gypsum,
25!Z0Vermiculite, and 12 !%oChrysotile

. <
. .
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Asbestos Digestion Project

i-. ----f--- .——- --r- ----- —-. . -.-—--———

!0.0 20.0 30.0 .iO, a 50.0 50G

●

* FIIGURE 25
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FI~GURE 27

(Not shown.)

One of the ITF Facilities
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XRD ANALYSES OF ITF SAMPLES

- 34 PANELS AND BEAMS

- 9 CORES FROM EACH PANEL AND BEAM

- 3 SECTIONS (DEPTH) FROM EACH CORE

- DUPLICATE ANALYSES -BNL, WRGRACE

- LABOIL4TORY XRD, PLM, NSLS

ALL SAMPLES FOR WHICH THE APPLICATION PROTOCOL WAS
FOLLOWED SHOWED CHRYSOTILE AIWER TREATMENT TO BE <1
WT !%(VS. 12.7 V. ORIGINALLY PRESENT)

NOTE: REGULATORY AGENCIES CONSIDER ANYTHING BELOW 1%
AS NON- ACM (ASBESTOS CONTAINING MATERIAL)

FIGURE 28
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Asbestos fibers released
during digestkm process

dry scraping of ACM
wet scraping of ACM

-P
=1

Acid Droplets .
HF
H3Po~

Acid Vapors
HF

By-product Gases
Hz
I&s

.

FIGURE 29
AIR QUALITY MEASUREMENTS

TEST

NIOSH 7400 (PCM)
Impinger (PCM)
FAM (PCM)

TEM N1OSH7402
TEM N1OSH7402
N1OSH7400
FAM

N1OSH7903
N1OSH7903

Diffusion Sensor

Diffusion Sensor
Mfuskm Sensor

OSHA

0.1 flee

O.lflcc
O.lflcc
O.lflcc
O.lflcc

3 ppm
1 mg/m3

3 ppm

LEL 4%
10 ppm

ENGINEERING

0-0.00s2 ‘
0.002-0.0078

0
0

0.0015-0.005
0.0002-0.0014

<0.01-1.42
<0.01-1.09

0.1-0.7

O-3%of LEL
0-0,7

.

FIELD

0-0.035

0-1.2

0-1.2



FIGURE 30

(Not shown.)

The Bank Building on which
W.R. Grace did the Field Work
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FIGURE 31
BULK ANALYSIS BY XRI.) OF FIELD TESTS SAMPLES

RESIDUAL CIIRYSO’IILE AFTER APPLICATION OF DMA
—..-

RANGE AVERAGE TOTAL NUMBER OF NUh111J3ROF
Wt % Wt % SAM1}J,lS TAKEN 21% ~

CIII<YSO’1’IL1~

Spr:ry Test #8 0-().22 ().()2 28 0
(3/1.()- 3/13)——
Spiny Test #9 ()-1.46 0.13 57 1
(4/9 - 4/18)

Spray Test #lo ()-4.23 0.14 57 2
(6/17 - 6/19)—-—.—— —— —.—._ .—
spray Test #11 0-().81 ().13 40 ()
(7/1 s-7/16)——.
Spt”:iy ‘1’est#12 ()-().7 ().()2 50 ()—.—.

Ndes: (1) The initial wt~O of Chrysotile was 15~0

(2) These results are inline with cores from 34 beams and panels treated with DMA in the engineering
phase where the initial 12.7 wt% was reduced to <1 wt%.



Asbestos Digestion Project

XRD Analytical Method

Results from Virginia - Sprav Test11

LOW = 0.00 Mean = 0.13

lfligh = 0.81 Nledian = 0.05

“11-1
‘7._

3-.

-1

-5

-6

-i

-9

-10
-11

-12

-13

-14

0.06

(’).03
0.3 I

().00

0.10

0.8I

0.06
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.26

O.(M

0.00
0.04

11-15

-16

-17

-18

-19

-21

0.00

0.19

0. I2

0.1-1

0.04

0.05

0.16

0.69

0.66

0.17
0. Ii)

0.51

0.10

1“1-28

-29

-30

-31

-32

-33

-34

-35

-M

-37

-.%

-39

-40

0.00
0.00
0.07
0.05
oe~~

0.00

0.04

0.09

0.20

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.04

FIGURE 32
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Asbestos Digestion Project

V~rgi~~ia Spray Test Results

Airborne Fibers Monitoring

PcM ‘I13M

Spray
T~a* #--”* , P4KXXH7400 @“&rs/cc*) N1OSH7402(Fibers/cc+)

High Low Mean High Low Mean

10 0.0082 0.0004 (),t)()z ()

II 0,(1159 (),0()33 (),()()76 (1 0 !)

12 ().0204 [).(x)16 0.(10(17 - ().0()6 o 0.0008

‘ S-hr ‘WA FIGURE 33dthn%mpies
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fNFOfiMATION

COMPARISON OF TECHNOLOGY TO
BASELINE ‘1’ECHNOLoGtES

Conventional Conversion
Work Breakdown Abatement Process

Percent of I?stimated Percent of Estimated
cost cost cost cost

Negative Pressure 30 $3.00 0
Containment Setup

Asbestos Containing 40 $4.00 100 $5.00
Material Treatment

Negative Pressure 20 $2.00 0
Containment

Cleanup/Tcardown

IXsposal of Waste 10 $1.00 0

● This asbestos conversion technology will save an average of $5.00/square foot of abatement.

● The estimated cost savings to the U.S. government, State and local governments and U.S. industry for
remediation over the next 25 years could be as great as $50 billion dollars.

SQu.rce:

HAZWRAP,Lockheed Martin Energy Systems, Inc., 13 Dec 1995. FIGURE 34
. .
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COSTS OF CURRENT REMOVAL VS. NEW IN-SITU METHOD

IN SITU M~.

~ Site Preparation $3.74 Site Preparation $0.75
Removal 8.03 Material + DMA Application 1.92
Re-fireproofing 0.75 Neutralization 0.80

$12.52 $4.19

FIGURE 35



STATUS

. Chrysotile (BNL, WRGRACE Patents)

- BNL Large Scale Demos in DOE and
Federal Facilities

- WRGrace Commercialization in the Private Sector

- Amosite (BNL Patents)

US Nayv, DOE, EPA, MarketSpan

FIGURE 36

.

,
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ANOTHER LESSON LEARNED: CAREFULLY STRUCTURED
COLLABORATIONS DO WORK...

PEER-REVIEWED PAPERS AND PRESENTATIONS

- TRAINING OF POST-DOCS

UTILIZATION OF LARGE FACILITIES

- PATENTS

. SAFETY AND REGULATORY AGENCXESEARLY INPUTS A BIG PLUS

COMMERCIAL PROCESS

. POSITIVE PUBLICITY

55
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NEWS MEDXACOAiA~:
Kara ViIlamil.516/344-2345

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
~ 10, 1997

“Bmokhavcn Lkwra=y ssialtks i%Rh&pcd m8icaniIxKwu&, Sldkschicmlon

tough probkm &hasfTecZspcopicMound the count!y. This isjustcm Cxan#c oi”rnasly

achiwwtmts 31h3dd12vem knownfor ns contrtjutionsm mediciw. basic~ ewrgy and

entimnmental science Partnerships herween Deparrmenz cfEn~ laboxatoti and @aIe

industry cormstentlv reap tangible rcmumk. In this case. wc wiii make a difk~ in ssiMy

runovmg asoesms fi’omschoois. houses. diiccs and oxkr buddin~” said SccrctW of Energy

Fcdtico Wm.

-DoE-

FIGURE 38
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS-SUPPORT

The Asbestos Project was a success due also to the wonderfid cooperation with. and support from
others than the researchers involved. inter alia. The BNL Directorate. Department of Applied
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